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Planning

Planning before digitizing is the key to 
success



Step 1: Selection

Value of the content (historical, current 
scholarship)

Usability of digital version (e.g. search 
capabilities)

Nature of the collection (can it be 
partially digitized?)



Potential users

Faculty, researchers

Schools

Government and 
business

Scholars abroad



Potential uses

Is there sufficient 
context for study?

Will the files be usable? 
Will the formats be 
ones scholars can 
work with?



Material types
print and manuscripts (text, maps, etc.)

photographs and artworks

sound, video, film

Different material types 
have different challenges 
and costs



Portioning

If a whole collection is 
very large, is there a 
portion that could 
represent it?



Retrieval capabilities

Is there already sufficient metadata 
to assure retrieval?

If no metadata exists, does the 
library have the skills to create it?

What other types of retrieval are 
possible for this data type? (OCR 
and Keyword indexing)



Delivery capabilities

Are there legal barriers 

to open access? (©) 

Are there technical 
barriers? (e.g. 
bandwidth)



Trade-offs

Digitize more at a lower 
quality

Digitize less but at a 
higher quality



Digitization context

Rapidly deteriorating 
materials

One-time funding

‘There will always be 
another day’

Other digitization 
projects

Possibilities for 
cooperative effort





Finally....

Step 2. Digitization 
Workflow



Workflow



Workflow

Documentation

Digitization



Workflow
Digitization

Original Digital copy Digital access and 
preservation



Digitization Workflow Software



Digitization Workflow Software

“Digitization Assets Factory” (DAF)
Bibliotheca Alexandrina

http://wiki.bibalex.org/DAFWiki/

http://wiki.bibalex.org/DAFWiki/
http://wiki.bibalex.org/DAFWiki/




Workflow

Documentation

Digitization

The original resource

The digital object



documenting original

decide goals for metadata (identification, 
retrieval...)

determine level of cataloging

use identifiers when possible

create metadata (cataloging) as early as 
possible in the process so it can be used 
during digitization steps



Documenting digital copy

Document technical aspects

Use standards where possible

Very complex!



Some standards

Digital Image Collection Standards, 
University of California, Digital Library

http://www.cdlib.org/inside/diglib/guidelines/bpgimages/

“These guidelines primarily define approaches for creating 
digital master files to facilitate affordable reprocessing.”

http://www.cdlib.org/inside/diglib/guidelines/bpgimages/
http://www.cdlib.org/inside/diglib/guidelines/bpgimages/


Some standards

PREMIS, Preservation Metadata, 
Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/

    “A data dictionary and supporting XML schemas for core 

preservation metadata needed to support the long-term 
preservation of digital materials.”

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/


Some standards

METS, Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission, Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/

“...a standard for encoding descriptive, 
administrative, and structural metadata regarding 
objects within a digital library...”

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/




The End
Questions?


